
  

 

 

 

 

Technical Working Group Meeting 
Tuesday 1 June 2021 

 

Attended by: 

Cllr David Airey  Eastleigh Borough Council 

Cllr Janice Asman  Eastleigh Borough Council 

Steve Szalay   SIAL 

Steve Thurston  SIAL 

Amy Le Vieux   SIAL 

Nigel Spence   SIAL 

Julie Stirling   SIAL (notes) 

 

SS noted this was a gentle introduction meeting to re-start the Technical Working Group going forwards 

after a break of over a year and was aimed at being a catch up with the Chair & Vice-Chair.  All other usual 

participants are to be invited next time. 

1. Flight Schedule SS 

SS gave details of flights currently in operation including the new routes to Gibraltar and Faro, plus 

European destinations that are scheduled for the Summer, but which will be dependent on the 

government changing countries from amber to green. 

 

2. Update on Section 106 ST 

Since the full Council decision, the team had been working with council on planning and rewriting 

Section 106.  It was now more or less finished and had been approved by the ELAC vice chair.  A 

final check will be done, then a clean version will be signed and sent to the council.  Full approval of 

Section 106 and a decision note will be completed round mid-day on Thursday 3 June. There will 

then be a six week period for anyone to raise an objection, which is expected, therefore the detail of 

the Section106 had been well scrutinised. 

 

There will be much work going forwards to manage the Section 106 - reporting, monitoring and 

forums to be set up.  A Council role based at the airport (as at London City Airport) gathering data 

etc, had been costed by Andy Grandfield at EBC and with time/rates would be approximately £25,000 

per year.  DA noted that the way this liaison role could be incorporated would need to be worked out 

with the Council, as this was quite ground-breaking and an opportunity to be different and innovative. 

There was a need to explain to people what happens and why; transparency and simplicity were key. 

Steve T. and Andy G. would take this forward over the weeks.  ST added there was much new 

information in Section 106 for everyone to be aware of. 

 

The Terms of Reference for Committee Fund were completed and would be part of Section 106.  DA 

suggested time with Winchester and Southampton City Councils should be spent on this, as they will 

have a view for their communities. 

SS sought suggestions on how to reach out to AXO and those councillors that voted against the 

planning application.  Opportunities to visit the airport and observe how things work first-hand would 

be explored. 

 



 

 

3. Noise update NS 

There was no night flying in the promulgated move.  Activity included helicopters and training flights. 

Noise complaints received:  8 to the North, 53 to the South - received from 16 households overall, 

with 32 complaints were from 1 household. 

The new high profile BA flight to Faro generated a couple of complaints. 

There were only 3 flights that had not followed noise abatement procedures.  Of these, an apology 

from a company in question had been passed on to the complainant.  Another flight had been 

transporting a heart and had taken a slight deviation – this was explained to a complainant from 

Colden Common. 

NATS had introduced a new process which ensures pilots are reminded that they must follow a noise 

abatement procedure. 

 

Airspace – there had been no change.  It was still on course and waiting to start again, but nothing 

had been heard yet. 

 

4. Environment/Sustainability update ALV 

- The ISO 14001 Audit was taking place on the coming Thursday and Friday after being delayed due 

to the pandemic. 

- SIAL’s 2020 carbon footprint was lower than before which was mainly due to fewer flights.  The 

project was however being picked up again with the scheme. 

- World Environment Day on 7 June – A ‘Walk & Talk’ event was being held at Marlhill Copse starting 

at 1pm and open to all.  This will be an Eco restoration walk through the copse explaining what was 

hoped to be achieved, followed by refreshments and opportunity to chat afterwards.  Numbers were 

limited to 30.  JA offered to share the details with West End Parish Council. 

- SIAL would be supporting Youth Options at a planned event taking place at the organisation’s new 

site at Bishopstoke.  Airport staff would be working alongside their volunteering team, assisting with 

path clearance etc, helping to get this space ready for use. 

 

DA asked for the carbon footprint information to be reported and also the outcome of both events. 

AL agreed to a full report of events and for the Carbon Footprint details to be added to the airport 

website for all to see. 

 

5. Accessibility Forum 

Gemma Forman, Terminal Operations Manager had re-started the forum again and would provide an 

update at the ACC. 

 

6. Membership of ACC 

DA raised the need for reviewing membership in the light of all developments and to check that the 

committee was keeping within constitution.  There seemed to be enough vocal support from business 

but may be a need to look at others eg. a travel agent.  The group was slanted to male membership 

which should be taken into consideration, ensuring it had more women as members going forwards.  

SS stressed he was keen on openness and transparency - diversity of membership was important. 

7. Items for the ACC agenda 

- Operations Director’s Report, Steve Szalay 

- Noise, Nige Spence 

- Environment/Sustainability, Amy Le Vieux 

- Planning update including Freeports, Steve Thurston 

- Accessibility Forum, Gemma Forman 

- Airspace Change, Fiona Smith 

 

Date of next meeting to be advised. 


